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today no one has ever "seen" a neuron
in brain tissue-that is, no one has
traced its entire extent and shown it to
be truly separate from its neighbors.

Using the spinal cord as a model, Sir
Charles Sherrington was stmck by the
paradox that the "wire" part of neurons
could not account for the complexities
of reflex behavior. He proposed that
the neurons were slightly separated
from each other, and coined the term
"synapse" for the jnnction between one
neuron and another. He then endowed
the synapse with the capability to proc- ,
ess neural signals in such a way as to ex
plain the reflex behavior he observed.

Barrier. Sherrington's theoretical in
Sight has been largely ignored by
neurophYSiological and neurobehavio
ral scientists. Attention has been fo
cused on the existence and the
properties of the synapse and these
have been amply documented by elec
tron microscopy and by recordings of
junctional electrical and chemical ac
tivities. But interpretation of these re
sults has almost invariably been within
the framework of the question "How
does the condnction of nerve impulses
pass the barrier of the synapse?" Refer
ence restricted to cell discharge of im
pulses and the conducting properties of
synaptic pathways is often viewed as
adequate and sufficient.

Few scientists have followed Sher
rington's thesis that the complexity of
behavior (and of psychological proc-
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.' ~.~'That language in which ~~D LOVE you." It was spring in Paris,
:~Jnformation is communicated a~d ~e words had a deligh~ful Scan-
ir: (in the brain) . .. neither needs dinavJan a~cent. The occasIon was a
~\ to be nor is apt to be built on UNESCO meetm? on the problems. of
;(the plan of those languages research on bram and human behaVIOr.
~:".men use toward one another" The fateful words were not spoken by a

i <,~;:- . blonde beauty, however; they were
~~-:-walter H. Pitts and Warren S. McCulloch" generated by a small shiny metal device
, \.i: . in the hands of a famous psycholinguist.
iii' The device impressed all of us with
,~~;!" the simplicity of its deSign. The loud-
.. ' speaker was controlled by only two

knobs. One altered an electronic circuit
that simulated the tension of the vocal
cords; the other regulated a circuit that
simulated air puffs striking the cords.

Cells. This Simple device could be
relevant to man's study of himself. All
behavior might be generated and con
trolled by an equally simple neural
mechanism. Perhaps the nervous sys
tem works as a two-knob dual-process
mechanism.

To understand how a dual-process
mechanism could account for brain
function, we must first lmderstand the
units that make up the nervous system.
In the last part of the 19th Century a
great controversy raged in neurobiol
ogy about whether brain tissue is made
up of units-eells-as are all other tis
sues of the body. The controversy has
been settled so conclusively that the ex
istence of neurons-nerve cells com
pletely separated from one another by
membranes-is no longer considered
theoretical. Yet, paradoxically, even



throughout life-when tissue is dam- with a nose inductor, it will form a nose•.
aged, repair takes place by division of This implies that the potential to dar'
adjacent cells. Trying to explain how velop a myriad of structures is .or!
memory grows during learning in the dinarily repressed. A paradox is en:
absence of neural reproduction is like countered, however, when biochemical
trying to explain how a child could analysis is made of what substanceS
grow in the absence of the ability of the serve best to overcome this represslori:
cells of his bones to divide. The best substances are much more 0

In 1950 Karl Lashley-an American general in their action than would have. . 0

pioneer in brain research-reached the been suspected. Endocrine secretionS
point of near despair after 30 years of and an extremely interesting substance;
searching unsuccessfully for engrams, RNA, are the best known chemical Inj

memory traces in the brain. He wrote: ductors. (RNA is the chemical that tran; 0

"I sometimes feel ... that the necessary scribes the Inherited potential con~

conclusion is that learning is not pos- tained in DNA, the genetic memory"
sible at all. Nevertheless, in spite of molecule, into the proteins tha~ com~'

such evidence against it, learning does pose the protoplasm of adult cells.) The.
sometimes occur." paradox has not been completely r~

Since Lashley' made this statement, solved-either in embryology or for tIlE;
and especially in the 1960s, a great deal memory mechanism. ..\
of anatomical and biochemical work Sslsmsndsr. These chemicals Clut·
has been done on the memory problem. act on tissues from a different species;
I have gathered together the evidence genus or even order. RNA from calfs::
from this and embryological research liver can cause a lens to form in a rat's
in a model of a memory storage mecha- eye. And when flank skin of a frog em~:
nism. The model goes something like bryo is transplanted onto the head tis~r

this. sue of a salamander, the resulting;,
LQno. Most embryological tissue'is embryo develops a salamander head'

eqUipotential; it can develop into any with the horny jaws and other feature~~'

body part. For example, embryonic of a frog. .~.~

head skin in contact with ail eye vesicle Perhaps the memory mechanism in;
forms a lens. If the eye vesicle is re- the brain follows a similar course. A>
moved the skin will not form a lens. major difference, however, stems from~:

At first it was thought that the head the fact that nerve cells do not repro- .
skin already is predisposed to form a duce. But this does not preclude a mul~ ,
lens and that the eye vesicle simply tiplication of nerve fibers and therefore
acted as a trigger. But if the eye vesicle the junctions among them. That an in~,:

is transplanted to the flank, the flank crease in the number of neural junc~'~ I

skin will form Ii. lens. And if head skin tions does occur when rats are exposed; .
that normally forms a lens is put in con- to an enriched environment has been'; ,
tact with an ear Inductor, it will form . demonstrated by Mark Rosenzweig and., .
an ear: if the head skin is combined his colleagues at the University of Cali~:;i .,
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Karl Prlbram. a trim. soil-spoken man. relishes
paradoxes. They spice hiS effort to understand
how the brain functions. In teaching at Stan
ford University. Prlbram often cites experimen
tal results that cannot be explained by
conventional theories. Over the years, his en
counters with paradoxes produced a series of
related hypotheses that eventually coalesced
Into a coherent theory. He describes his vision
01 how the brain works In his new book. Lan
guages of the Brain (Prentice-Hail). In the
process, he challenges many a cherished
dogma. The book covers a large terrltory
how nerve cells communicate with each
other, the role 01 the brain In psychological
process. neural control and modification 01
behavior. a philosophical treatise on commu
nlcallon between brains and brain-mind di
chotomy. This arllcle adapts trom the book
Pribram's holographic theory 01 memory.

-DAVID POPOFF

esses) must be accounted for in terms of
the complexity of organization of the
junctional (synaptic) mechanisms in the
central nervous system.

Following Sherrington's lead, I pro
pose that a microstructure of junc
tlOhal slow potentials Is responSible for
"computing" the Interactions among
neighboring neural elements that de
termine behavior and that the junc
tional microstructure Is the key to the
mystery of merrloryand perception.

l8lo0QQQr. Paradoxically, when an
electrical nerve Impulse reaches a sy
napse, it slows down and becomes so
weak that a chemical booster Is neces
sary to trigger an electrical change in
an adjoining neuron. Even then, the
electrical change is no~ a nerve im
pulse, but a slowly moving charge of
low amplitude.

The slow, graded electrical changes
generated beyond the synapse con
stitute, along with propagated nerve
impulses, the two-process mechanism
of brain function. The neural junction,

. rather than the neuron, is the unit
around which this second powerful
process is cons~ituted.

Post-synaptic electrical and chem
ical events form a microstructure of
electrical potentials that Influences the
brain tissue in which the microstruc
ture occurs. It is these influences that
can account for the modification of the
brain during learning.

Growth. One of the paradoxes of
memory storage by the brain is that at a
person's biroth his brain already contains
practically all the neurons that it will
ever have. Elsewhere In the body, there
Is growth and reproduction of tissue
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fomia, Berkeley. How this Increase in
connectivity can occur Is most readily
demonstrated by peripheral nerves.
However, experimental destruction of
layers of cells in the brain cortex with'
resulting regrowth of fibers indicates
that the establishment of connections '
Is not altogether different in the pe
ripheral and central nervous systems.

Tangle. We know that after an in
jury, a nerve fiber degenerates back to
the cell body from which it originated. '
Immediately, a special type of cell al
ready present in the sheath of the nerve
begins to multiply and take up the ,
space left by the dying fiber. These cells
make a column of tissue that acts as a
place-holder for the nerve fiber. Thus,
when the nerve begins to regenerate, a
pathway is ready for the growing tip of "
the nerve fiber to follow. When the tis- '
sue column is not present, the nerve's
growth cone pushes off in every direc
tion and forms a nonfunctional tangle
that is often painfully sensitive.

Similar place-holding cells, called
,'0;, glia or neuroglia form a sheath for neu

rons in the central nervous system.
, . ,', HYPOTHETICAL NEURON " ,: These glia ordinarily encase the tip of

GROWTH. The tlpe of neurone ': nerve fibers and preclude growth. .
Ire ueuilly encloeedln gill ; d b-

, celie which prevent growth (I). ,) There Is now goo evidence 0
Repelted neurillctlvity could tained by Holger Hyd6n in G6teborg,
leld to chemicil chlngee In the ' Sweden, that when a nerve impulse

, .', gill (2) which r,eeult In dlvlelon .' reaches a synapse, it triggers the pro-
ofthe gill cell (3, 4, 5). The .'j d i f ifi 1 1 J
neuron would then be Ir.. to" . :: I uct on 0 spec c RNA mo ecu es. ust
grow beyond the dlughter glll .. :1 as in embryonic tissue, RNA induces (or

, , celie Ind mike new ,. ,'; at least is correlated with) marked met-
COlI.l8dIone (I). abollc activity In the tdJaJ celli that

envelop the neurons. TIle repetition of
the nerve Impulse pattern could callie
the glial cells to divide, thus leaving
the tips of neurons free to grow be-

,~".'! i
. . NERVE CELLS. Drewlngs of
:' 'several parts of the nervous

\, .Iystem: A) Neuron, an
Individual nerve cell. Brain
tillue II made up of these unltl.
B) Synapse, Junction between

c...' ' one neuron and another. Each
-----.... -- C neuron Is slightly separated

from all othera. C) Synaple
," schematic showing the

chemical event In one neuron
thai Irlggere an electrical
change In an adJoining neuron.
Chemicals bridge the gaps
between neurons.
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reactions recur. This is the paradox. ganization, the brain state, that is,
Until Sokolov's demonstration, psy- coordinate with perceptual awareness? '
chologists and physiologists assumed· Donald Hebb of McGill University reo:,
that habituation simply made the nerv- viewed the problems involved in un-,
ous system less sensitive to input. But derstanding the neural organization' o( ,
Sokolov's findings indicate that the per- perception-especially of the recogni~,

son who has habituated must be match- tion process-incisively in his classic'
ing the present sound against a stored volume Tile Organization of Behavior."
representation of prior tone beeps. He states: "One must decide whether.,

Habituation thus does not indicate perception is to depend 1) on the exci/
loss of sensitivity by the nervous sys- tation of specific cells or 2) on a pattern'
tem; it shows that the brain develops a of excitation whose locus is unimpor-:
neural model of the environment, a tant." Hebb makes his choice: "A par~'

representation, an expectancy against ticular perception depends on the;
which inputs are constantly matched. excitation of particular cells at some:

Neurosurgeons and neurophysiolo- point in the central nervous system."" ,:.
gists have in their own way demon- Research during the past decade ap- ,
.'Itrated that a brain state needs to be or- pears to have vindicated his choice. Mi::
ganized before perception occurs. croelectrode studies such as those of'
They have explored the surface of liv- David Bubel and Torsten Wiesel ati
ing human brains using mild electrical Harvard University have identifiedJ
stimulation. When the electrical probe neural units that respond to one dis-l~

touches the brain in some locations it tinctive feature of visual pattern, such~
produces movements of parts of the as direction of movement, tilt of line.']
body (on the side opposite to that stim- etc. Today, the body of neurophysio"~
ulated) or in other locations, sensations logical opinion would agree, I believe.l
of body parts. Benjamin Libet of the with Hebb that one percept corre~~,

University of California Medical Cen- sponds to one neural unit. ' ..:
ter in San Francisco recently has D.C. However, it seems to me that
shown, however, that the awareness Hebb's choice may, be a Hobson's,~
produced by stimulation is not immedi- choice. When Hebb wrote his book'
ate. It takes from half a second to five there were two general views of how'
seconds before the person has an ex- the nervous system might operate.'The,
perience to report. It thus ilppears that well~substantiatedview dealt with the
electrical stimulation gradually orga- generation of nerve impulses and their'
nizes a state in the brain tissue, and transmission across' connections be
only when the brain reaches that state' tween nerves. The other view dealt
does the person become aware. The with fields of electrical potentials.
nerve impulses generated by the elec- Wolfgang Kohler of Swarthmore Col
~\~ :me noll im ancD. of ieg.ta based his~ argJIDlaml'$ 0lII

~~'biilm~~~~~~

~~~l.;~~G'-~'b~~~Wd!M¢
(~'JiiiT~FlQ!.

tween the daughter glial cells to make
new contacts with neurons beyond.

This Is one way that the junctional
microstructure with Its electrical and
chemical characteristics can become
modified by experience, Once this has
occttrred, of course, subsequent behav
ior is determined by the modification of
brain tissue.

Storage. Let us now change pace
Iliid turn to a spectfic memory process
recognition-for 'additional insights
into the properties of the brain's mem-
ory store.' "

First, It is obvious that recognition
depends on memory storage. What is
not so obvious is that most perception is
based on the state of current neural or
ganization, the current brain state. A
considerable part, though by no means
all, of this organization is built into the

'brain. How much experience modifies
what We perceive is evident from ex
perimental results obtained a decade
ago by Eugene Sokolov at the Moscow
State University. '

Sokolov performed a simple demon
stration that uncovered one of those
fruitful pllradoxes that guide experi
mentation in the neurobehavloral sci
ences. When a person is exposed to the
beep of a hom, he ordinarily starts and
turns toward it. But should the hom
beep 'be repeated frequently, his reac
Hons diminish markedly. The subject is
said to be habituated to the stimulus.

This lack of reaction to the contin
Uing beep turns out to be deceptive,
however. Actually III great deal is still
~~.~ta.~

~~,'~~~
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··r~·'·~-~~~:~:::~~···~~~.~~;;~.:::~;~~;;'~~~~~,~ ...=~~:~~.~~~~::.~~:='
~~j •. omell, a~d memory and opInIon may coine From the eye there go three ducto to the refreoh " and moderate "s tempGtratuf
til' . from them, and oelence may be based on braIn.••• nature has contrIved the braIn aQ 10 wholly absurd. '~lf · memory and opInion. a counterpoise to the region of the heart wllh Under all conditions one finds th~ bral "
~.·:II,; -PlATO (c. 427·347 B.C.) Its contaIned heat. ••. The brain, then, tem· to be much warmer than the air•••' "
I'. pers the heat and oeethlng of the heart. . • • But It Is not yet realized by all that the bra,'r,i I Of all animals, man has the largest brain in Is the beginning of the nerVes, Just aQ II I .
f:1 proportIon to hlo size; and Ills larger In of the spInal cord; and that some of !hint
,1>\ ' men than In women. Thlo Is becauge the originate from the brain ItS81f, othero froni
r regIon of the heart and of the lung Is ho"er the spInal cord: .•• and yet In

I
'.'i and richer In blood In man than In any other dlsoectlono the fact 10 thue. ..

:.' ....·1 animal; and In men than In women. -GALeN OP PQRQAIl5UN (A.D. 129'19~
-AAIDTOTUI (394·322 B.C.) . , i: '
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t\~:t,,.· ( ;. " mOVGmQn~Q VlilrV QI~I~fl~ ~~ ~~
·f.'!;/·.' . I.'. ,. :•• , !.,. '. ' .' Wlil fllrO nlll~ur~1I11 Q~~O~ ~Q~.

~f.:;I. \';·':':~:'::;i·'·"" .. , :' ~ ...: hava~n:!~~~~...!'l~

:{~/i.'.:<i;;;h;i··/·< :1' '.' .', '1,',::;>'. :,.::.',;, . I. ','. :,·<:·:~;·;;:~,:!;{~:,:;~:\~i~
; the decade after. Hebb published his: among. the effects of neighbOring sen- .: becom~ av.ail~ble, I.n ~.,;~;·.p.~.. }i'.li,<e.:j..
atement.·,'>'" ; ',' .~;"'/ :sory stimulations hecame to the con-' ades ..wlth,th<,::~dve~t.i.o.~ii~P.~?,!P;N~

.,11.· was fortunate,. to be able to. tak.e ...dusi?n that nerve impulses per se,being .This physical·.~~del qle~~tJr,~4~m'

art in these explorations. The expen- .' discrete in time and place, could not strates the prppert,es,~~~r~p.rg~f
, ental attaclq were successful. Direct- i. account for perceptual phenomena.. tion in,p.erception....:slic~·~.'~,;'~.~.~.gJilj.
eurrentielectrical fields were found to .' But it was again Lashley who made the.' hood intera~~ol1lltid ,~stri~pt~s.;:jiif,
be generated in appropriate regions of ' .case imperative for "field" theories of" mation so dear to. psych,oH>~# ~ ",.
the brain when the senses were stimu-'·. brain nmction even though he did not .cerned wit~ G~t~trpheriQm~n~
l,ated.:And by 'applyingan.. ele~trical : a.gree with K5hler's particular formula- : ; ~olographYi~ aki~dj)f p~W~~ .
..urrent of appropriate polartty directly .. tt~n. Lashley performed experi~ents.· or I,n m?re. S?phis~c;atp~:J~~l~! q
to the brain, they could retard or speed . Wtth rats to show that, paradOlucally, an· optical. f inform~~iQ~~p~p'Q"
perceptual learning..• ' , " . '," even very large destru~tions of brain, mechailism.{:'Jlut "·,hQlo~~pby'N..
.,.;:, But. when KOhler insiste~that the. ,tissue fail to impair recognition. Th.ese, radically .fr?m nO",,~J!'i1h..~~q!p:~~·
electrical fields w~re the basIS for per- experiments. bore out a common chni-; : a re~lar: camer.a ~wl~l9V~~~,~~~
ception, ' I. remamed .unc.onvinced. : cal observatton: a man who has a stroke : int.ens~ty of '~ght..Jh~~A~$J.r~p...;eQt~ ..
Lashleyhad placed gold fod over the ;', that destroys half or more of his visual . objects. Each pomt ;9n,Pl~r;~I,'
'Surface of cats' brains in an attempt to .'. system does not thereafter fail to recog-" inforrnatiOlifro~~a~i,~gl~~99~
short~circuit .electric fields and. found: .. nize half his family. The organization " ing point in~epbQ~Clgr~p~,

that, this did not disrupt perception. of the brain's memory store is such that The resulting pictUre.:i\IQQ,~~ ,J~j1

~oger Sperry of the California Institute .' particular memories are hard to wipe. original. scene.:;}n;;~~J~g~~j>lj ,t~U
..ofTechnology h~d cross-ha~ched ar~as out. The inf?~ation in memory ap-' fr?m every. poi~t lin;~~*~~p,!:i:~l~~,
:of the cortex and tnserted mtca-strip tn- ; pears to be distrtbuted over large areas tnbuted (diffused) t? mapy ~,?ln~JI)", .
rolators in an atte~pt to alter th~ con- .' in the brain.' .... . . fi!~.. When the; film,;:isi:~~.v~19r.~ffit~!!.
figuration of electrtcal .fields..ThIS also' . In his search for a hypothesIS t~ ex-" . v~sIble pictur~ ;ori i'J'.ag~~t~pp'~.Il,f.~ ,"
Jailed to alter perceptton. K5hler felt '. plain how nerve impulses transmItted stead the.film has apa~!~r~v~t!:W~L

~that these pr,ocedures were inadequate;, over discrete paths coul~ ~e converted '\ larger swirls;. in~~rfer~n.c~ plitt~.m1I·,~

.to the purpose for which they ha~ been':.: i?to a general field of acttvIty that func-' ... look like a piece,?~ ~oir~~~i~~~~J~?M '.
undertaken· and that the expenments. tlOned independently of. particular " IFllm. To ~reate a Jl,Qlogr~,~ij~r,~ll

did not provewhat they were meant to '. nerve cells, Lashley suggested that an " light. (fro,," a.laseri;~9i;!,~t:8Jiq~)',: ISIdi
·prove.. ' .:,:,'\ I.' '.'.'.; . i' interference-pattern model would ac-: ~ided and part go~ ~re.Rt.y ~~~;i)lj<iHt·
J!,: But.wh~n I made multiple apphca- . count for the pheno~ena. But having .... graphic film ~an~ parp~f~~.~~~~~t~~~
,tions or injections of aluminum hydrox- : ,.' nothing but nerve Impulses to work' an object or ~<?ene ~cl ~Elq~~Q"y-~rg~d,
ide cream onto or into the cortical sur- ", with, he was unable to specify a mecha- '.onto the filin: At '~~,ftlm ~~ ~q'~~~
face and markedly and demonstrably . nism satisfactory even to himself and htl . of light' interact. tP.~fprm,[int6qetepc
disrupted the brain's electrical activity,"; never pursued his insight. patterns. The filllr r~cpr~ ~~~';,trif~
:without impairing patt:rn discrimina~:,:'. Hologvsph. The two-process mecha- "ference patte~s,,'~drf:~:6~:·~,\~~)1f.~t;t{
tion, Kohler exclaimed: That ruins not ;nism of brain function with its emphasis .. 'To recreat~ the :;cene,.the,b~Jbgr, .
only ,my field theory but every other;.: on a microstructure of jtmctional slow,: hits only to be ilhimmated 1:ly.I~·.r~aSQrl

I?urrent; theory .of perception:: ":':, •.. '., potentials provides a plausible realiza7; :.ably coher~nt light..Pr.;.~~~eni~t~~~ly'~
!~1. S~VO~I5; Why was KOhler so dismayed,.' tion of the interference, 'pattern hy·'·.~:~e hologrllin ~,as~«ln·~c;:(>~.tr]s~~M~~
by these results?,On t~e ba,siS of many .. '! pothesis. Further, a speCIfic physical.:. ~t1ally. b~ di~ectlng ..'?(>th:be;aT.~';·a~ l~lf.
experiments"that, detaIled mteractions' model of the interference process has: .Jects using .each QS 4 r~fet:~ilCf:l';~ ;

:.... .'i~~~·I:,.·::·.· ;';":"<>.~;:::' .. '. . . .... ..: . . •. ," ," ,,\>,:..' ,: ,:':(/. ::) ...;;~:., jfHW!:~~~{
.• "I .. \Q, I-/'?>t;l \ .• : \{ "i ••\.l\~'4'" ",'. :'.::;.~ 1.: . .'i-," '" ': I,. _,I:. ":';:" r! ,', \ I I "i" !"I\\ .I(.-..~-t -:~(I'I!J~~'J"
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other, then both objects can be "im
~,ged" when only one is re-illuminated.
Holograms thus possess the property of
associative recall. We have all expe
rienced the phenomenon of revisiting
an old neighborhood after ma.ny years
and suddenly remembering shops and
doorways and even placements of fur
niture in the apartment we lived in.
Had we been asked to recall these
memories without the input from the
"reference" objects, the streets and
buildings of the neighborhood, we
would have been unable to do so.

Further, the image from a hologram
has true three-dimensional perspective.
By moving his head, a viewer can look
around and behind objects in the pic
ture, just as if he were looking at a real
scene from different positions.

Fragment. But as a model for brain
function in perception. most pertinent
is the ease with which information be
comes distributed and retrieved in
holography. The holographic 111m can
be cut into fragments and each frag
ment when it is illuminated, will pro
duce the entire image. Damage to any
part of the 111m-even a large part-will
not visibly degrade the image recon
structed from the remainder. Tear an
ordinary photograph of your family in
half and half the family disappears. Do
this to a hologram and recognition re
mains unimpaired.

In addition, the hologram has a fan
tastic capability to retrievably store in
formation. Many different Interference
patterns can be super-imposed in one
hologram. Some 10 billion bits of infor
mation have been stored holograph
ically in one cubic centimeter! Dis-

RECONSTRUCTING
THE HOLOGRAM.

--
::frOmthe~
reconstruction
beam la
dl"ulled by the plate
In the lame way light
from the obJect was
dl"used by the plate.

ENLARGED
HOLOGRAPHIC
PLATE. Result of
Interterence patterna
from ObJect and from
reference beam.

MAKING A
HOLOGRAM. A laBer
beam la aplll, part of
the light directed to a
photographic plate
and the other part
rellected from an
ObJect to the plate.
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tributed information and the incredibly
large storage capacity-two properties
of the brain mechanism in recogni
tion-are thus accounted for by the
model.

Systems. Holography does not de
pend on the physical presence of light
waves even though the mathematical
equations that describe holograms are
derived ftom wave mechanics. Com
puter shnulation of the holographic
process has been achieved and prom
ises to be an important aid to present
day information-processing systems.

This independence of holography
from actual physical wave production
is important to understanding the neu
ral holographic process since there is
considerable doubt whether brain
waves such as those recorded by the
electroencephalograph (EEC) could be
the baSis of holographic iplormation
processing, although they may indicate
that such a process is taking place. The
amount of information storage is an in
verse function of wave length and ordi
nary brain waves are rather long.

Arrival. But the junctional mlcro-
. structure of slow potentials provides

the rich substrate demanded by a ho
lographic process. Consider the arrival
of neural impulses at a set of synapses.
When the arrivals converge from at
least two sources, they create Inter
ference patterns. Such patterns have
been demonstrated to occur in the
cerebellar cortex and therefore are
most likely in other cortical tissue.

Experiments by Fergus Campbell
and his associates at Cambridge Uni
versity have provided some direct sup
port for a neural holographic process.
Campbell used differently spaced dif
fraction gratings and showed that vis
ual potentials evoked by a grating with
one spacing will be habituated to a
range of spacings. This indicates that
the brain mechanism involved is sensi
tive not to the spacing per se, but to a
transformation that encompasses the
range of gratings. Such a transforma
tion is mathematically identical to
those that are used to make holograms.
Campbell's experimental result ac
counts for the fact that a child who has
learned to identify the letters of the al
phabet by sight can recognize them no
matter what size· they are. The child
readily identifies a 20-foot letter "A" on
a billboard even if all the A's he has
seen before then have been a quarter of
an inch in height.

Angle. Just recently these experi
ments have been taken a step further by
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David Pollen at Harvard University.
Pollen has shown that "the striate cor
tex transforms the topographic repre
sentation of visual space in the lateral
geniculate body into a Fourier trans
form or spatial frequency representa
tion at the complex cell level via the
intermediary simple cell [line sensitive]
stage of 'strip integration.''' In short,
the brightness distribution falling on
adjacent reactive fields is "effectively
decomposed into a set of sine wave
gratings at all possible position angles
and covering a wide ranp;e of cycles per
de~ree of visual angle" fulfilling Camp
bell's experiment promise.

If recognition is a holographic proc
ess, then the visual system separates the
perceived spatial frequencies of an ob
ject into independent channels and Uses
the ratio of these frequencies-the in
terference pattern-to identify the ob
ject. In such a process, the· relative
harmonic content would be sorted in
the memory system, making the abso
lute size of the object irrelevant. If ev
ery size of every object had to be flied
in the memory system, both storage and
retrieval would be complicated.

The study of visual perception in in
fants also supports the holographic
hypothesis. Contrary to the widely held
views based on Hebb's theories, size
and-shape constancy do not emerge
from a combination of prior and pre
sumably more primitive perceptions.
Hebb's suggestion was based on experi
ments and clinical observations in
which subjects were reared under con
ditions of sensory deprivation. He as
sumed that experience was necessary
for the proper development of brain
ftmction in perception. But experi
ments by Thomas Bower at Harvard
University have shown that six-week
old infants already display size and
shape constancy and that these con
stancy phenomena are dependent on.
parallax (seeing one object move in
front of another). What simpler mech
anism for sensitivity to parallax exists
than the three-dimensional perspective
provided by holography?

Eye.' Electrophysiological experi
ments by Hubel and Wiesel have also
shown that the mechanisms for feature
detection are already well developed in
the brains of mammals at birth and that
they deteriorate as a consequence of
sensory deprivation. Further, when
deprivation is limited to one eye the
electrophysiological deterioration is
much greater than when both eyes are
deprived despite the fact that each cor-

~~

tical feature detector is cOlmeeted:
both eyes. Thus, sensory deprivati
does not affect the development of £
ture detector function. Either·
mechanism atrophies through lack 1

use or the malfunction. induced b
deprivation actively suppresses it. .
either case, the mechanism involves Y

connectivity among detectors, the
junctions, not the detector neuro:
themselves. And as we have alreadY
seen, there is ample evidence that th~ •
junctional microstructure is highly se~

sitive to modification by experience. ~.,

Mode. My account of perception has
been one-sided. I have singled out the
visual mode and analyzed only one asL
pect of it. The holographic hypothesiS,.
with modifications, must hold for other,
sensory modes if it is to be generally'
useful. . ':.:

The models of the auditory and se~
of touch processes proposed by Georgf
von Bekesy of the University of Hawaii,
use identical equations to those that de-"
scribe the holographic process. Appli.;: .
cation of the holographic hypothesis to'"
studies of (mditory and somato-sensory,; .
brain processes, therefore, should be', \

both feasible and rewarding. :'
As yet, t'ao little Is known about the.

neurological processes of taste and,
smell to allow more than a guess that,
the holographic model may be appll.,
cable. But again Bekesy has shown how.
this might be done, and unit analysis off'
neurons in the olfactory bulb by'
Jerome Lettvin of the Massachusetts;;
Institute of Technology suggests that
the approach is reasonable.

When the holographic model isH
taken seriously, many paradoxes reo'
garding b'rain ftmction in perception
become understandable. This does not
mean that all brain ftmction can be re
duced to a holographic process, or that
all the problems of recognition yield to.;
holograp~ic analysis. .

Tlte neUral hologram is used to ex·'
plain the psychological ftmction of per.
ception and the distributed memory
mechanism in the brain. It does not fol
low that memory is distributed h.elter
skelter all over the brain-and memory
mechanisms other than those that fit
the holographic model must play a
role-even in perception and certainly
in recognition.

The outlines of the neural hologra
phic process are only now coming into
focus-yet at least outlines are b~fore

us-where not so long ago, only vague
hobbits inhabited the land of neuro
mythology. r.




